A new method for estimating fractal dimension is introduced, based on polygonization of 1D curves obtained by scanning 2D images. A strategy for automatic determination of the range of scales where the image is approximately fractal is described. Two new lacunarity measures are also introduced. The method has been compared to several di erent methods for estimation of fractal dimension and lacunarity. The test set contains a sequence of synthetic images with known fractal parameters, as well as digitized TEM images of mouse liver cell nuclei. The method seems well suited for segmentation purposes.
Introduction
An estimate of the fractal dimension of a 2D gray level surface is usually obtained by counting the number of boxes of di erent sizes that are needed to cover the surface. A number of re nements exist, e.g. improved box counting 8], interpolation-based box counting 4], and the successive "-blanket method 7] ).
For 1D signals, similar algorithms are applicable to the problem of measuring the length of an irregular curve. Mandelbrot 5] suggested walking a yardstick of length along the coastline. The approximate length, L, of the curve is then given by the number of steps multiplied by . The fractal dimension, D, is obtained from L( ) / 1?D (1) The constant-length divider-step method above is not even theoretically exact for curves without self-similarity, and yields poor results in practice if the curve contains only a small number of points. Normant and Tricot 6] proposed a constant-deviation variable step method, using local convex hulls. This method seems to give good results, even in the case of curves containing a small number of points. However, the very nature of this method involves a complicated algorithm, resulting in long computation times.
We therefore propose a fast and reliable method for estimation of fractal dimension from 1D curves which gives good results even for a small number of points. The method is based on Wall and Danielsson's fast, sequential polygonization concept where the break point criterion is the area between the curve and the approximating line segment, divided by the length of the line segment 9].
Fractal Dimension by Polygonization
We suggest a new method for estimation of fractal dimension from 1D curves obtained by scanning 2D images, based on the polygonization method of Wall and Danielsson 9]. Wall-Danielsson's method steps from point to point through an ordered sequence of points, and outputs the previous point as a new break point if the area deviation per unit length of the approximating line segment exceeds a prespeci ed tolerance, T WD . Using the previous break point as the current origin, the area between the curve and the approximating line segment is accumulated by A i = A i?1 + 0:5 (y i x i?1 ? x i y i?1 )
(2) while the length of the approximating line segment is
If j A i j =s i < T WD , i is incremented and (A i ; s i ) is recomputed. Otherwise, the previous point is a new breakpoint, the origin is moved, and the previous value of s i is stored. This method is purely sequential and very fast. In our new fractal dimension method, we approximate the digital curve using the Wall-Danielsson method with several values of the tolerance, T WD . For each value of the tolerance the total length of the line segments that approximate the curve is summed up by S = P i s i . A linear regression on the resulting set of flog(T WD ); log(S)g gives an estimate of the Hurst-parameter, H WD = 1 ? D.
Here, the set of tolerance values is computed from a Fibonacci sequence T WD (k) = T WD (0) Fib(k + 1); k = 1; 2; ::: (4) where T WD (0) = 0:25, and Fib(1) = 1, Fib(2) = 2, Fib(n) = Fib(n ? 1) + Fib(n ?2). The Fibonacci sequence is used in order to obtain more points in the flog(T WD ); log(S)gdomain, and thereby a more reliable value of H WD , as compared to ordinary doubling of tolerance values. There are several di erent ways of scanning the image in order to obtain a 1D signal. Peano-type scanning has been tested, and has certain advantages in terms of hierarchical adaptivity, but handles only image sizes that are powers of 2. Spiral and boustophedronic scanning are conseptually related, but spiral type scanning gives the additional valuable feature of separate treatement of central and peripheral parts of images, e.g. cell nuclei.
Determining the range of scale
For a true fractal the slope of the log(S) versus log(T WD ) graph is independent of the scale parameter T WD . For real world physical objects, we merely expect it to be approximately constant within some range of scale. Finding this range of scale is a tricky problem for any fractal dimension estimation method, and often leads to visual inspection of the flog(T WD ); log(S)g plot. Chen et al. 2] gives a lower bound on the size of boxes used to estimate the fractal dimension, assuming that the dimension is known a priori.
Using the variable length polygonization concept, the upper and lower limits of the useful range of T WD values may be found automatically, without visual inspection. We simply assume that there is an upper and a lower limit to the number of line segments, k, in a useful approximation of a curve consisting of N points. After some testing on synthetic images, we have found that a lower limit of k = (N ?1) 0:01 and an upper limit of k = (N ? 1) 0:33 will give flog(T WD ); log(S)g-values that approximate a straight line. Thus, the minimum average support of the line segments is four points, and the minimum number of line segments is 1% of the number of points. Figure 1 below illustrates the limits on the ratio of the number of line segments (k) to the number of points (N), and the corresponding useful range of T WD for three synthesized images with H = f0:1; 0:5; 0:9g. Given a set of n remaining points in the flog(T WD ); log(S)g-domain, we nd the coe cients of a least-squares tted linear relation, logfS(T WD )g = a + ( H ? 1) logfT WD g, as well as the uncertainty in the linear slope coe cient, and the linear correlation coe cient, r.
One may then use the uncertainty of the slope and the correlation coe cient for each log-log plot to check the correctness of the linear assumption. One may also verify that by using the Fibonacci sequence, more points remain in the flog(T WD ); log(S)gdomain, and thereby more reliable values of H WD are obtained, as compared to ordinary doubling of tolerance values. Table 1 below gives the number of remaining points, n, in the flog(T WD ); log(S)gdomain, the correlation coe cient, r, and the uncertainty in the linear slope coe -cient, H , for three synthesized images with H = f0:1; 0:5; 0:9g. We see that the correlation coe cient is relatively high, and that the uncertainty H in the estimated value of H increases with increasing H. Table 1 . Applying the 1D polygonization method on spiral scans of three di erent 256 256 8 bit images, we give the input value of H, the number of remaining points, n, in the flog(T W D ); log(S)gdomain, the correlation coe cient, r, and the uncertainty in the linear slope coe cient, H . (5) where is an -fold dilation of f(x; y) with the structuring element S, and is an -fold erosion with the same structuring element, a ve-pixel cross-shaped structuring element, having value 1 in the center and 0 elsewhere. This is equivalent to covering the gray level surface with a succession of blankets with increasing thickness. The covering blanket is de ned by its upper surface u and its lower surface l . The surface area decreases at coarser resolutions since ne details that contribute to the area disappear.
The change in surface area as a function of thickness is the volume of the added layer from radius ? 1, divided by 2 to account for the upper and lower layers: Mandelbrot 5] introduced lacunarity, , to quantify texture. The lacunarity of Voss 8] 
Lacunarity
We suggest two new lacunarity de nitions:
The rst is based on the polygonization concept, nding the distribution of the length, s i , of the line segments approximating the curve, for each tolerance value T WD of the polygonization, and then computing rst order lacunarity vectors like the standard deviation s (T WD ) from this distribution. The second is an extention of the -blanket method of Peleg et al. 7] . In its original version this method only estimates the fractal dimension, summing up the vertical distances between an upper and a lower blanket surface for a certain value of " " = u " (x; y) ? b " (x; y) (9) The information contained in the distribution of these distances is not utilized by Peleg et al. However, a surface distance histogram for each value of " opens up the possibility of a number of rst order lacunarity vectors (e.g. mean value ("), standard deviation (")). Several simple scalar lacunarity measures may be extracted from these two vectors.
Results from synthesized images
We have used the method of successive random addition to generate fractal images. For each step n we add random intensity contributions from a Gaussian distribution n = 0; 2 n = 2 0 (1= p 2) 2nH = 2 0 (1=2) nH to all points in the grid. The scaling exponent H is related to the topological dimension E (here E = 2) and the fractal dimension D by D = E + 1 ? H.
We have generated a sequence of 256 256 8 bit images for 0 < H < 1 by the above method. The images are scaled to the same average and variance (127.5;50.0).
Having established the range of tolerance values for the polygonization metod, the sequence of synthetic images has also been used in order to compare the results from the 2D "-blanket method 7] with the results from our new 1D polygonizationbased constant-deviation variable step method. In Figure 2 below the estimated Hurst parameter is given as a function of the input value of H used when synthesizing the images. Ten 256 256 images have been synthesized by di erent realizations of successive random addition for each value of H, and the gure shows the means and standard deviations of the estimated H. Many 2D algorithms will severely underestimate the value of H for small images. Reducing the dimensionality by spiral scanning of the image may alleviate this problem. In Figure 3 below we compare the results of the 2D "-blanket method and our polygonization based method when applied to spiral scans of small subimages (16 16 pixels). The gure shows the average value and standard deviation of the estimated H-values using all 256 non-overlapping 16 16 sub-images from nine 256 256 images with di erent fractal dimensions, without scaling the histogram of each subimage. We see that the method performs well on such small images, and that the standard deviations are relatively small. The method may therefore be very useful for texture segmentation purposes.
Liver Cell Images
The biological test material stems from liver biopsies of (C3H/HeJ) male mice. There were four di erent classes of mouse liver cell nuclei in the present study: normal, proliferating (or regenerating), precancer (or noduli) and cancer (or hepatocarcinomas). Two di erent control groups were used: The rst, negative control group consisting of 5 animals was designed for normal, non-proliferating cells. The second, positive control group was designed for normal, but proliferating, cells and consisted of ve animals studied 48 hours after 2/3 partial hepatectomy. Five months after administration of the carcinogen diethylnitrosamine (DEN), a total of 15 noduli were isolated by liver perfusion of ve mice. For analysis of hepatocarcinomas, 15 mice were killed 1 year after the administration of DEN.
All specimens were treated for ultrathin sectioning, and then stained, rst with uranyl acetate and then lead citrate, before being studied in a transmission electron microscope at a primary magni cation of 2500.
We have used ultrathin sections of cell nuclei from 20 animals, 5 animals from each of the 4 classes, and 20 cell nuclei from each animal. Thus, 400 di erent cell nuclei were used in this study. Images of cell nuclei were randomly chosen from each animal.
The digitized images (512 512 8 bits, resolution 39 nm per pixel) may contain some noise, and were therefore pre-processed by a 3 3 median lter.
For the present application, the region of interest (ROI) includes the cell nucleus only. This is obtained by manual segmentation. For each texture estimator, we attempt to characterize the whole image. The histograms of all images are normalized to the same mean value (127.5) and standard deviation (50.0).
Results from TEM images
The results from the -blanket method indicate that the malignant cell nuclei have a slightly higher fractal dimension than the other classes of cell nuclei. The polygonization method gives an even narrower range of fractal dimensions, an a substantial overlap between the four classes. So fractal dimension alone is not su cient to discriminate between the four classes of cells.
Lacunarity vectors were computed for each TEM image. In Figure 4 below the average lacunarity vectors of the four classes are given, as obtained from theblanket method (left) and from the polygonization method (right). Some intra-class standard deviations are also indicated. We have experimented with a number of scalar texture features extracted from the lacunarity vectors. The lacunarity value for = 25 and = 50 are some simple scalar lacunarity measures that seem to be useful for discriminating between cell nuclei from the four classes. From the polygonization curves a number of lacunarity di erences may also be used in order to discriminate between the four classes. 
Discussion
From all the di erent fractal dimension and lacunarity features extracted from the cell images we have estimated upper and lower bounds on the Bayesian error, using the statistical probabilistic Bhattacharyya distance J B (! 1 ; ! 2 ) = ? ln Z q P(xj! 1 )P(xj! 2 )dx (10) For normal distributions the Bhattacharyya distance is given by J B (! 1 ; ! 2 ) = 1 4 ( 1 ? 2 ) T 1 + 2 ] ?1 ( 1 ? 2 ) + 1 2 ln 1 2 j 1 + 2 j j 1 j 1=2 j 2 j 1=2 (11) where i and i represent the feature mean vector and the feature covariance matrix, respectively. P(! i ) is the a priori probability of class ! i . The rst term of the above equation gives the class separability due to the mean di erence, while the second term indicates separability due to the covariance di erence. Thus, using the J B (! 1 ; ! 2 ) distance measure, it is possible to discriminate between classes having the same mean value and di erent covariance matrices or di erent mean values and di erent covariance matrices. J B (! 1 ; ! 2 ) is used here to estimate the upper and lower bounds on the Bayesian error 1;2 " 1;2 = P(x ) ! 1 ; x 2 ! 2 ) + P(x ) ! 2 ; x 2 ! 1 ) (12) For two equally likely classes, the Cherno bounds on " 1;2 are given by 1 From the table below we see that some of the scalar -blanket lacunarity features give very small estimated Bayesian classi cation errors for some of the class combinations. We note that in addition to the ( ) feature given in the table, the blanket surface distance histogram for each value of " opens up the possibility of a number of rst order lacunarity vectors (e.g. mean value ("), third and fourth moments). We nd that the scalar average value for given values of gives Bayesian error estimates that compare very favourable with those given in the table. The fractal dimension features, on the other hand, give larger estimated errors, but may still be useful in a complete classi cation system. This remains to be tested, using separate training and test sets. Spiral-scanning of 2D images and multi-scale polygonization of the resulting 1D signal may also be a venue to separate and reliable estimates of fractal dimension in the center and periphery of a cell nucleus. This may indeed be important, as we observe accumulations of dark chromatin close to the nucleous membrane. Studying the organization of these accumulations as cancer develops seems impossible if we are restricted to traditional texture analysis, using relatively large 2D windows.
Conclusion
A new fractal dimension measure is introduced, based on polygonization of 1D curves obtained by scanning 2D images. A strategy for automatic determination of the range of scales where the image is approximately fractal is described.
